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NEWS/GH 
6th March 2021 
                             
  OUR SHARING EXTRAVAGANZA CONTINUES - including lots of Nursery children ...AND.. just 
some of your great photos of ‘Unusual Places To Read’ - Some more will be sent tomorrow- (all 
photos will be displayed on our website over the next week or so) 
 
3 CHEERS FOR OUR SUPER VERY YOUNGEST CHILDREN....GREAT WORK.. 
 

 
Nursery AM 
 

Ted W.  
As part of our topic on The Three Little Pigs Ted worked hard on putting the houses in height 
order. 

 

Fleur D.  

Working hard on his letter and sound recognition. 
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Miller C.H.  

Working very hard on recognising and building up his name. 

 

In the Nursery we have been working hard on recognising our names and practising forming our names. 

From left to right: - Teddy J ., Theo S ., Olivia D ., George O . Hayden H. , Alice S.

Lexie S. . and  Harrison P.  

 

 

 



As part of our topic on ‘The Very Hungry Caterpillar’ we have been making our symmetrical butterflies in the creative 
area. 

From left to right: - Grace V  Kora S.  Harper T.  , Laila G ., Theo A. , Grace B

., Samuel P . and Poppy L . 

 
 
As part of our topic on the ‘Very Hungry Caterpillar’ we have worked very hard on learning about symmetry, in 
the Nursery. 

The pupils from left to right are: - Frankie H ., Oliver B. , Dennis M ., Lucas H ., Luna H

., Isabelle R. , Morgan E. , Theo O ., Iris P . and Freya C.  

 



As part of our topic on the ‘Very Hungry Caterpillar’ we have worked very hard on learning about repeating patterns, in  

the Nursery. 

The pupils from left to right are: -Robyn D ., Matilda S. , Noah O. , Allen V.  

and Anastasia P.  

 
As part of our topic on the ‘Very Hungry Caterpillar’ we have done some fantastic ordering of numbers. 

The pupils from left to right are: - Mohammed A.  and Prince D . 

 
PM Nursery 

We have been working very hard to build up and practice our names. 

From left to right: - Brodce W. , Adrianna T ., Joey O. , Oliver L. , Beau W . 

and Pola C . 



 
As part of our topic on ‘The Very Hungry Caterpillar’ we have been making a symmetrical butterfly, in the creative 
area. 

From left to right: - Halle M.  and Evie G.  

 
PM Nursery 

George B  

As part of our topic on 'The Very Hungry Caterpillar' George has worked hard on his counting and number formation, 
Brilliant.  



 
As part of our topic on the ‘Very Hungry Caterpillar’ we have worked very hard at making a repeating pattern. 

The pupils from left to right are: - Jacob B ., Grace H , Sophie H ., Layla S . and Ella L

. 

 
As part of our topic on ‘Very Hungry Caterpillar’ we have been learning how to count carefully. 

The pupils from left to right are: - Phoebe K ., Ella R. , Harper A-K.  and Matilda C . 

 



PHOTO CHALLENGE- some super ideas from our kids.Thank You. 
 Here I am doing a handstand whilst reading my Harry Potter book. 

 Amelia C (Y3)  

 

Abigail S (Y5) -World Book Day.  

 

Y3 Wrens- Logan Mickman-  

His parents wrote: 

Mrs Waudby’s class are currently reading Charlie & The Chocolate and we are really enjoying reading it 

together. So we took it with us to enjoy our lunch whilst checking out the new bridge in town.  



Thank you parents...your treats:-  
 

 

Harrison C (Y2) .    Great outfit Harrison!...looks like a cosy read. 

 
 

Here's our Kestrel photos of children reading in unusual places....and a couple of crazy outfits!  9 deserving 

medals  



 

Y1 Kingfishers....including staff!  

 



 

 

 



 

 

 
 



Y 1 Swans- Sophia -reading ‘Black Beauty’ to a horse!   What a great idea! One of my favourite 
stories - I hope the horse enjoyed it too! 

 
Y6 Falcons...super creative ideas for unusual places to read...with some special effects! 

Well done!   

 



 

 


